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FEATURES
update Rates to 150MHz
LoWGlitch Energy
Complete Composite Inputs
Single - 5.2VPowerSupply
Military Temperature Range Available

APPUCA TlONS
Raste, Scan Displays
Color Graphics
Analytical Instrumentation
TVVideo Reconstruction

:' .'

-----"
HDG SERIES FUNCTIONAL BLOCK DIAGRAM .10% BRIGHT

CURRENT
SWITCH

DIGITAL
INPUT

GENERALDESCRIPTION
TheROO-Series DIA Converters have become the standard of
comparisonfor fast-settling D/A's with complete composite
inputs.
Theunits are available in three resolutions, or levels, of Gray
Scaleoutput. The HDG-0405 accepts four bits (16 levels)of
digitalinput; the HDG-0605 has six bits (64 levels); and the
HDG-O805is an eight-bit (256 levels) device,

Allversionshave complete compositecontrols, including self-con-
tained,digitally-controlledsync and blanking; and a reference
whitecontrolinput to help assurecompatibilitywith EIA StandardS

. RS-l70,RS-330, and RS-343-A. Their performance is enhanced
evenmore with a 10% bright input capability.

Outputinpedance on all units is 75 ohms and their full-scale
outputcurrent is capable of developing standard video levels
acrossvideo loads. In addition to all of these characteristics

CPU

PROGRAMMABLE
MICROPROCESSOR

which make them easy to incorporate into circuits, tht .
need for a single - 5.2V power supply also adds to their
attractiveness.

Model numbers without suffJXesdesignate the "original" HDG
Series D/A Converters and are housed in 24-pin metal packages.
Model numbers which include suffixes make use internally of
the Analog Devices Model AD9700 to obt8in better performance
at a lower price; these devices are housed in ceramic DIP
packages.

The "BD" and "BW" versions in the newer (suffixed) units are
closeequivalentsto the originaldesign, but a number of advantages
accrue by using the newer units. Note partic:u1arlythe parameters
for lint;arity tempco; strobe input loading; Composite Sync and
Composite Blanking outputs; Power Supply Rejection Ratic5
(PSRR); supply current; and power -dissipation.Conversely, the
origirialdesign is slightly better in terms of voltage settling
time, glitch energy, and output compliance.

Typical Raster Scan Display System
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NOTES

'Settling 10GSpen:entAge iDcludes FS and MSB tnnsitiona. Inherent 3ns register deJay (SO%) points) is not included.
'Minimum update rates limited by full-scale settJina time for weable number of bits for eaclo converter.
UnilJ can be updated to lSOMHz with settJina degradation.
'Gtitchcan be reduced with glitch odjustment.
'LSB value used for calibration causes Gra:' Sca1e outpUt to be 637.SmV rather than 64~mV shown in idealized composite _veform~'-
bothvaluesare well within the outpUtand EIA Standard RS-I70 tolerances. . . -
'Effect 00 analog outpUt of logic "0" at Reference White input dept'1da on 10'11-BJ'isbt signal input (See Table I).
'10% Brighl, Composile Sync, and Composite B1ankina outpUts shown odd 10 Gray scale ~ outpUtat Pin 18(SeeTable I).
'Composite Sync or Composite B1ankina control signaIa reset input rqisters. Composite Sync or Compoaite BIanItiq should DOtbe operated simuitaDeOUlly !rith Refermce White.
'Power supply must have I... than SmV p-p ripple. -.
'Operating lemperamn: -SS'C 10 + 12S'C on "SD" unita.
"Maimw" junction lemperamn: =ISO'C.
::CaIculaledfor HDG~05SDB usins MIL HNBK.217; Ground Fixed; +2S'C Ambient.
-s.. Sec:tioo13 for pac. outline information.
. SPlCificslion same u HDG-0405.

.. SpeciflCltionSatDeu HDG-040SBDlBW/SD.

\pecificationasubjecl 10cbanse without notice.

parameter Units HDG-O4OS HI>G-O6OS HDG-O4OSBDI BDI HDG-O8OSBDI
BW/SD BW/SD BW/SD-

OUTPUT -REFERENCE WHITE'
Current

Logic"I" mA(:t4%) Normal * * * * *

Operation
Logic"0" mA(:t4%) Oor-1.9 * * * * *

Voltage
Logic"1" mV(j;4%) Normal * * * * *

Operation .Logic"0" mV(j;40/0) Oor - 71

OUTPUT -lO% BRIGJIT'I
Current

Logic"l" mA(j;5%) -1.9 * * * * *

Logic"0" mA(j;50/0) 0 * * * * *

Voltage
Logic"I" mV(j;5%) -71 * * * * *

Logic"0" mV(j;5%) 0 * * * * *

OUTPUT-COMPOSITE SYN(;6,7
Current

Logic "I" mA( j;40/0) 0 * *- * * *

Logic"0" mA(j;40/0) -7.6 * * -8.6 -7.8 -7.6

Voltage
Logic"I" mV(j;40/0) 0 * * * * *

Logic"0" mV(j;40/0) -285 * * - 322.5 -292.5 -285

OUTPUT- COMPOSITE BLANKING6,7
(Assumes SetUp is Open, Which is
Equiavalent to 10 IRE Units)

Current
Logic "I" mA(:t4%) 0 * * * * *

Logic"0" mA(j;40/0) -1.9 * * -2.9 -2.1 -1.9

Voltage
Logic"I" mV(j;4%) 0 * * * * *

Logic"0" mV(j;4%) -71 * * -108.7 -78.7 -71

pOWERREQUIREMENTS
-5.2V j;0.25V' mA(max) 200(225) 260(290) 320(360) 125(140) ** **

power Supply
Rejection Ratio %/% 1/1 * * 0.005/1 ** **

power Dissipation mW(max) 1040(1170) 1350(1510) 1665 (1875) 650(730) ** **

TEMPERATURE RANGE
Operating (Case)9 .C -25to+85 * * *(BDsndBW) *(BDsndBW) *(BDsndBW)

Operating ("SD" Case) .C - 55to + 125 - 55 to + 125 - 55to + 125

Storage .C -55 to +150 * * * * *

THERMAL RESISTANCE 10
Junction to Air, 9ia OCIW,max 45 * * * * *

(free air)
Junction to Case, 9ia .CIW, max 12 * * * * *

MTBFIl
MeanTime Between Failures Hours 3.23 x 10'

PACKAGEOPTIONS,2
M-24A HDG-0405 HDG-0605 HDG-O805

DH-24B HDG-0405BD HDG-0605BD HDG-O805BD
HDG-0405BW HDG-0605BW HDG-O805BW
HDG-0405SD- HDG-0605SD HDG-O805SD
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SPEeIFieATI0NSftPaI @ + 2ft willinominalpaw8I' ~ unlessaIheI wise noIIId)

Parameter
'-

RESOLUTION

-LEAST SIGNIFICANT IUT (LSB)
WEIGHT '

Voltage (adjustable)
Current (adjustable)

ACCURACY' ...
(GS =Gray Sale; FS.= Full-Scale)

Linearity
Differential Linearity
Zero Offset (Initial)

Voltage
Monotonicity

TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENTS

Linearity
Gain
Zero Offset

DYNAMIC CHARACTERlSTlCS-
GRAY SCALE OUTPUT I .

-SettlingTime.
-(OV-toFSGSdwIge)

Voltage .
Update Rate2
SlewRate
RiseTime
Glitch Energy3

DIGITAL DATA INPUTS

Logic Compatibility

Coding

-
_'faits

4

~ HJ>G..4I8O5~BDI ~BD/~BDI
BWISD BWISD BWISD

6 8 4 6 8

"'~

."

mV 40
- fLA-" _H' . --- 1067

10
267

mV,max

.,. :!:%GS 3.2
.':!:%GS,max ..~.2-

Logic Levels
"I"
"0"

Loading (each bit)

STROBE INPUT

Logic Compatibility
Logic Levels

"I"
"0"

Loading

Setup Time (Data)
Hold Time (Data)
Propagation Delay

10% BRIGHT, REFERENCE WHITE,
COMPOSITE SYNC, AND
COMPOSITE BLANKING INPUTS

Logic Compatibility
Logic Levels

"I"
"0"

Loading

SPEED PERFORMANCE-
CONTROL INPUTS

Settling Time to 10% of Final Value for:
10%Bright
Reference White

Composite Sync
Composite Blanking

SETUP CONTROL
Ground

Open
-5.2V

ANALOG OUTPUT
GS Current

GS Voltage 4
Compliance
Intema1 Impedance

... - -.Bits

0.8
0.8

-11.9 .
- --. --Gumnteed

*
*

ppmI"C(maX)- -"2()(35)
ppmI"C (max)SO (125)

"ppmI"C{mu) ... -10(15)

*
*
*

6.4
-. - I

, 4(5)
150(125)
200
2
SO

6(8)
*
*
*
*

. %GS;

III (m)
MHz(min)
V/fLS
D6

. pV-s

V (minimax)

. . V (minimax)

V (minimax)

'v (minimax)

os, min
os, min
os (max)

V (minimax)

V (minimax)

os(max)
ns (max)
os (max)
ns(max)

EeL
Complementary Binary

(CBN)

*
*

-0.9(-1.1/-0.6) *
-1.7(-2.0/-1.5) *
5pFand 50k!l to -5.2V *

ECL *

-0.9(-1.1/-0.6) *
0";1.7(-2.0/-1.5) *
5OpFand5k!l to ""-5.2V *

2.5
1.5 -
3(4)

*
*
*

ECL *

-0.9(-1.1/-0.6) *
-1.7(-2.0/-1.5) *
5pFand 50k!l to -5.2V *

8 (10)
8(10)
8(10)
8 (10)

*
*
*
*

mV(IRE Units) 0(0)
mV(IRE Units) 71(10)
mV(IREUnits) 142(20)

*
*
*

Oto -16
Oto -600
-1.1to+1.1
75 (7ln9)

2.5
67

0.2
0.2

*
*

*
*
*

1.6 0.4

40
1067

3.2
3.2

*
*

15(30)
*
*

6.4

5(6)
*
*
*

80

*
*

*
*
*

*

*
*

5pF and 50k!l
to - 5.2V
*
*
*

*

*
*
*

*
*
*
*

*
*
*

Oto -16.8 Oto -17 Oto -16
Ora -630 Oto -637.5 Oto-600
* * -1.2to+0.l
* * *

2-330 DIGITAL-TO-ANALOG CONVERTERS

mA(:tl%)
mV
V
O(minlmax)

---

8 (10)
*
*
*
*

*
*

*
*
*

*

*
*
*

*
*
*

*

*
*
*

*
*
*
*

*
*
*

10
267

0.8
0.8

*
*

**
*
*

1.6

7(9)
*
*
*
**

*
*

*
*
*

*

*
*
**

*
*
*

*

*
*
*

*
*
*
*

*
*
*

Oto -16.8
Oto -630
**
*

2.5
67

0.2
0.2

.*
*

**
*
*

0.4

9(11)
*
*
*
**

*
*

*
*
*

*

*
*
**

*
*
*

*

*
*
* -
*
*
*
* -
*
*
* --
Oto -17
Oto -637.5
**
*

---

~
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PIN DESIGNATIONS

NOTES: For HDG-o&05 units. Pin 9is LSB; Pins 10
and 11are present but'not used. ForHDG-0405

. units. Pin 6 is LSB; Pins 8.9. 10.and 11are
present but not used. Connect Pins 1. 12, and
,~ 17 together land to low-impedance ground
.plane as close to case as possible.

USING HDG-SERIES UNIT FOR RASTER SCAN
Refer to the block diagram of the HDG-Series D/A Converter
and the idealized composite output waveform. .

The djgital input bits represent the GrayScale values (the discrete
levels between Reference Black and Reference White) in a com-
posite video signal. For Hoo-0405 units, there are 16(24)of
these levels; for the HDG-0605, 64 (26)levels; and for the Hoo-
OS05,256 (28)levels.

The input bits are applied to Pins ~ (only, for the HDG-040S),
and Pins S'and 9 for the HDG-0605; or Pins S-II for the
HDG-O805.

The output analog signal (at Pin IS) will be a function of these
djgital inputs. The output will also be affected by the ECL
levels at the control inputs of 10%Bright, Reference White,
Composite Sync, and Composite Blanking; and the levelof the
control signal (expressed in terms of IRE units) at the Setup
input.

The total effect of these combined signals can be illustrated in a
truth table format if arbitrary values are assigned for Gray scale
inputs, and various combinations of control inputs are 1idected.
Refer to Table I.

NOTES
lValua are for Gray Sc:aleoutput oU-bit DIA's. To determiDe fu1l-ac:a1e.GrayScaleoutput for 4-bit unita,aubtract total value of 4 LSS's (37.SmV) from 8-bit
outputabown. Todetermi.neoutputof6-bitunita,aubtr1lCt total value of2 LSS's(7.SmV) from 8-bitoutpuubown.

2Setup(Pin20)pouDded. (OlREunita)
JSetup(Pin20)open. (lOlREunitl)
~p(Pin20)to -S.2V(20IREunitl)
Actua18D8logoutput value of -637.SmVisdifferent from ideal value of -643mVbecause ofLSB value used in calibration.

Table I. Digitsllnputs vs. Analog Output

2-332 DIGITAL-TO-ANALOG CONVERTERS

Pin Function Pin Function
12 GROUND. 13 GLITCHADJUST
11 BIT8(LSB) 14 GROUND
10' BIT7 15 GROUND
9 BIT6 16 GROUND
8 BIT5 17 GROUND
7 STROBE 18 ANALOG OUTPUT
6 BIT4 19 COMPOSITESYNC
5 BIT3 .20 SETUP
4 BIT2 21 10%BRIGHT
3 BIT 1 (MSB) 22 COMPOSITESLANKING
2 -5.2V 23 REFERENE WHITE
1 GROUND 24 -5.2V

DIGITAL INPUTS VS. ANALOG OUTPUT

BIT BIT BIT BIT BIT BIT BIT BIT 10010 REF. BLANK- COMPo ANALOG OUTPUT IN mVI
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 BRIGHT WIDTE ING SYNC (HDG-0805BOIBWISO)
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 . 1 1 1 1 1 -71
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 ,....320
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 -637.5
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 -70S.5

X X X X X X X X 0 0 1 1 0
X X X X X X X X 1 0 1 1 -71
X X X X X X X X 0 1 0 1 .-637.52
X X X X X X X X 0 1 0 1 -70S.5mV3
X X X X X X X X 0 1 0 1 -779.5mV4

X X X X X X X X 0 1 0 0 -922.5mV2
X X X X X X X X 0 1 0 0 -993.5mV3
X X X X X X X X 0 1 0 0 -I064.5mV4

X X X X X X X X 1 1 0 0 -993.5mV2
X X X X X X X X 1 1 0 0 -1064.5mV3
X X X X X X X X 1 1 0 0 -1l35.5mV4
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[
~s the footnote to the table points out, the actual full-scale
(- 637.5mV) output of the HDG units is different from the
ideal- 643mV output shown in the composite waveform.

The tWoare different because Analog Devices uses 2.5mV for
weightingthe LSBduringcalibrationof the converter.The .

disparitydoes not cause any problems in using the device, since
bOththe ideal value and the actual value are well within the
tolerancesof the output and the RS-343 standard.

Referringagain to the block diagram, the Strobe input applied
to the HDG D/A clocks the input registers when the strobe
signalmakes the transition from a logic "0" to a logic "1". The
purposeof the registers is to remove time skew from the digital
input bits and minimi7,cpertUrbations or "glitches" in the analog
output signal.

Alogic"0" applied to either the Composite Sync or Composite
Blankinginput (on the HDG-OSOS)resets the input registers to
00000 000. The analog output at Pin 18 will be -922.5mV
(- 637.SmV plus - 285mV) if the Composite Sync input is
operated;this is not affected by the value of IRE units at the
SetUpinput. .

~ logic "0" signal applied to the Reference White input sets the
input registers, thereby overriding the video input word. When
this occurs, the analog output of the converter goes to OVor. to
-71mV, depending upon whether or not the 100/0Bright signal
is also operated.

When Composite Blanking is operated, the analog output will

go to its full-scale value of -637.SmV plus some additional
amount, as determined by the voltage at Setup. The -71mV
eDlDple used in the Specifications section of the data sheet is.
basedon the Setup input floating, which is equivalent to 10
IRE units. (For this example, the analog output would be
708.SmV.)

Details on the connections for using a Model HDG-O8OS
D/A Converter in composite video applications are shown in
Fipre 2.

A8SOlUTE

'0. DUTNT 11IOLT~..- ---------------
"~ I

llaBAIGHT LEVEL

,~ REFeRENCEWHITE
LEVEL IV..I

100 IRE UNITS' "4mV

Figure 1. Composite Output Waveform

-5.2V
270

STROBE
INPUT -

160

OUTPUT

HDG-080S
D/A CONVERTER

-S.2V.REFERENCE WHITE

GROUND

NOTU ALLDIDITALINPUTSTERMINATEDTO -6.2V THROUGH21dI EXCEPTSTROBl
WHICH01m FOR HOO4llOllPIN' OILSB.FOR HOO'- FINIISLSB

Figure 2. HDG-OBO5Typical Connection Diagram

Ground pins 1,12, and 14- 17 are shown connected together
and to ground near the unit; this is the recommended procedure
for obtaining optimum performance, especially in high-speed
applications. A large ground plane is a "must."

The performance of the HDG devicescan be enhanced with
external bypass capacitors which will supplement the internal
components. Low-frequencybypassing should be provided with
a IJLF(or larger) tantalum capacitor betWeenthe - S.2Vsupply
pin and ground. High-frequency bypassing can be provided
with ceramic capacitors of O.lJLFor larger. All bypass capacitors
should be tied as closely as possible to the - S.2V supply pins
on the hybrid.

The external potentiometer shown connected to Pin 13 changes
the threshold of the internal current switches and can reduce
the amount of glitch from its typical SOpV-sto a lesser value for
those applications which require it.

Figure 3 is a photo of the mid-scale glitch of a Model HDG-O8OS
DIA Converter; the measurement was made using the SO-ohm
inpUtof a sampling scope as the termination for the DIA.

--- --
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OUTPUT

STROBE

Figure 3. -Midscale Glitch

The output of the convener was-connecteddirectly to the scope,
using appropriate BNC fittings, rather than a scopeprobe. As
shown, positive and negative glitch excursions are approximately
equal and opposite with values of 30 picovolt-secondseach; net
glitch energy is approximately zero. In those instances where
the two are unequal, the glitch adjust circuit shown in Figure 1
can be used to compensate for differencesbetween them.

For best performance, standard 24-pin hybrid sockets should be
avoided. Individual pin sockets are preferable for evaluating
devices; in final designs, the D/A should be soldered directly
into the printed circuit board without sockets.

If it is necessary to route digital signals andlor strobe-signals for
distances greater than one inch (2.S4cm), microstrip techniques
should be used. Otherwise, the performanceof the D/Aconverter
may be aff~ adversely.

The power supply rejection ratio (PSRR)of the basicHOG-Series
units is 1:1; in the units bearing suffix designators, it is O.ooS/l.
In the bask units , their PSRR means a 1%change in the -5.2V
power supply voltage will cause a 1%change at the -output of
the converter. This usually presents no problems in using the
HDG-040S or HDG-060S devices, sinceeven a SmV ripple on
the power supply translates into less than l/2LSB error at the
output of those units.

If regulation is desired or needed for 8-bit converters, use an
LM120 or equivalent 3-terminal negative regulator. When the
- S.2V supply is highly regulated, it may help counteract changes
in output caused by time and temperature.

Figure 4 shows a circuit capable of supplying a precise - S.2V
supply for the HDG-Series converters.

This circuit uses an ADS84 and AD OP-07 to achievean ultra
stable - S.2V power supply input to the D/A.

0_01

Ik 6Oil

+15V 100pF

+15V

AD584
TO HOG
PIN 24

4

ALL RESISTORS METAL FILM 0,1"
-15V

Figure 4. Precision - 5.2V Supply

2-334 DIGITAL-TO-ANALOG CONVERTERS

ORDERING INFORMATION
There are 12 versions of converters in the standard HOG-Series
of D/A's. For a temperatUre range of - 2S"C to + 8SoC,specify
the HOG.Q40S,HDG.Q40SBD,or HOG.Q40SBW;HOG-060S,
Hoo.:O6OSBD,or-HOG-060SBW;or the HDG-O80S,HOG-
080SBD, or HOG-O80SBW.ror a military temperatUrerangeof
- SsoC to + 12S"C, specify HDG.Q40SSD, HDG-060SSD, or
HOG-080SSD.--Inthese mode1numbers, the "D". in the suffix
indicates'a ceramic, hermetically-sealedDIP; and the "W".
indicates a non-hermetic ceramic DIP. Units without suffixes
are housed in 24-pin metal-packages.

Versions are availablescreened to military requirements, with
an "SDB". suffix on the model number; contact the factory for
details. In addition, it is also possible to order HOG units with
synchronous functions on a "special order". basis; these are
available only for those-devicescontaining suffixesin the part
;Dumber.
DEFINITION OF VIDEO TERMS
BLANKING LEVEL

The level separating-the SYNC portion from the Videoportion
-of the waveform. Usually referred to as the Front Porch or
Back Porch. At -0 IRE Units, it is the level which will shut
off the piCtUretube, resulting in the blackest possible
picture.

COLOR VIDEO (RGB)
This usually refento the technique of combining the three

-prlmarycolors of Red, Green, and Blue to produce color
piCtUreSwithin the usual spectrUm. In RGB monitors, three
HOG Series DACs would be required, one for each color.

COMPOSITE SYNC SIGNAL (SYNC)
The portion of the composite video signal which synchronizes
the scanning process.

COMPOSITE VIDEO SIGNAL
The video signal with or without setup, plus the composite
SYNC signal.

GRAYSCALE
The discrete levelsof video signal between Reference Black
and ReferenceWhite levels. A lO-bit DAC contains 1,024
different levels, while an 8-bit DAC contains 2S6 (2N).

RASTER SCAN
The most basic method of sweeping a CRT one line at a time
to generate and display images. This method is used in com-
mercial televisionin the USA.

REFERENCE BLACK LEVEL
The maximum negative polarity amplitude of the video
signal.

REFERENCE WHITE LEVEL
The maximum positive polarity amplitude of the video
signal.

SETUP
The difference between the Reference Black level and the
blanking level. This should not be confused with setup as
used with digital logic.

SYNC LEVEL
The peak level of the composite SYNC signal.

VIDEO SIGNAL
That portion of the composite video signal which varies in
gray scale levels between Reference White and Reference
Black. Also referred to as the picture signal, this is the portion
which may be visually observed.

L
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rM-24A
24.Lead Metal Platform DIP

,)
24

:. ., :) ,', I') ,', I') ~ ,-, ,-. ,')

13

SEE
NOTE 1

~
.') .i I~ .-. ,') I') .-. .-; .-;. ~ ;0,

12
"

1

~ D ~ E ,

1
L,

---1
J. E, ~

NOTES
1. Index area; a notch or a lead one identification mark

is locatedadjaCentto lead one. .

2. Applies to all four corners.
3. E, shall be measured at the centerline of the leads.

. 7. Twenty-twospaces.

13-26 PACKAGE INFORMATlON
-~

l J
.

sf.- .., b -.Ie\.-

INCHES MILLIMETERS
SYMBOL MIN MAX MIN MAX NOTES

b 0.014 0.023 0.36 0.58
D 1.265 1.280 '32.131 32.51
E 0.765 0.780 19.431 19.80
E, 0.590 0.620 12.95 15.75 3
e 0.090 0.110 2.29 2.79 4
L. 0.230 0.270 5.84 6.85
S 0.090 2.29 2
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